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OnSite Mobile Application 

Project success. On-time, on-budget—every time.
Today, a mobile workforce is a given, and for construction companies trying to stay on top of projects and ensure on-time 
completion within budget can be challenging. You need great project management tools. But you also need to be able to use 
them when you need them.

Hitachi Solutions’ cloud-connected OnSite project-tracking solution is as mobile as you are, so you’ll always have real-time 
project visibility and agility, along with the ability for immediate collaboration with other project participants. Construction 
companies of all types can use our configurable, scalable mobile solutions to streamline the day-to-day processes that are 
essential to moving business forward.

Now, more than ever, it’s critical to have the right tools to expedite projects accurately and efficiently.

OnSite Benefits

Created using Power Apps, part of Microsoft’s Power Platform, Hitachi Solutions’ OnSite application integrates directly with 
Microsoft Project Operations, building on the core application’s scheduling and labor management strength to improve 
project insights, from estimation to completion. 

Optimize resource utilization

Efficiently manage 
project delivery

Accurate insights across all 
project areas

Project details at your 
fingertips — wherever you are

Tightly integrated with Dynamics

Improved project control for 
quick return-on-investment
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OnSite mobile project control
OnSite is a tablet-based project dashboard – packed with the information and insight you need, whenever you need it and wherever 
you need it. Project managers can view, create, and update a wide breadth of project data from Dynamics 365 and Project Operations 
that is directly embedded in the dashboard, including:

As projects progress, you’ll have access to real-time insights to 
understand how your projects are trending so you can make prompt 
decisions for course correction. Any updates made on the tablet 
application feed directly back into your Dynamics system. For example, 
under the Tasks tab, you can update overall percentage complete for 
all project categories – you’ll always have an accurate picture of your 
overall project efficiency based on budgeted and spent labor hours.

• Task hours, budget vs. actual

• Equipment rentals

• Subcontracts

• Change orders

• Project milestones

• Project purchasing integration

• Project forms (RFIs, Submittals)

• Notes

OnSite Tasks tab

Manpower Planning in the field 
Managing labor is a crucial component to successful on-time and on-budget project completion. Manpower planning in the field takes 
the scheduling and resource management capabilities of Project Operations one step further. With mobile transparency into labor 
supply and allocation, you can forecast needs three weeks out, and make real-time labor requests right from your tablet. 

Just select any project, and, in the Field Manager application, you’ll be able to see all the positions, employees, and the duration of 
time they are assigned to the project. You can request an extension, enter the reason, and submit the request. Likewise, if you need a 
position that isn’t currently assigned to the project you can request that as well. An integrated resource manager application accepts 
and sends the requests to Project Operations for scheduling fulfillment.
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Hitachi Solutions’ Engage for Construction
The Onsite application works in tandem with Hitachi Solutions’ Engage for Construction offering, providing an end-to-end cloud-based 
solution that centralizes, automates, and simplifies project lifecycle management for construction companies. When integrated with 
Microsoft’s tools, you have the connectivity, data visibility, and business intelligence needed to keep everyone on the same page — 
sales, subcontractors, the field, and the back office.

To complete our mobile solution offering, Engage for Construction also integrates with additional timekeeping mobile applications for 
improved communication and project tracking, processing time collected in the field for approval and preparing timesheet data for 
payroll provider integration.

Why Hitachi Solutions?
For over a decade, Hitachi Solutions has empowered organizations around the world to enhance their technological infrastructures. 
From connected, cloud-based management solutions to onsite mobile applications, our technology and integration with Microsoft 
solutions is helping more and more construction companies stay on top of an ever-changing landscape. 

Let us prove how our battle-tested solutions can help you to remain competitive, grow your business and master operational efficiency. 
All this, along with better accountability and collaboration throughout your organization. 

Make your project-based 
business more productive by 
bringing people, processes, and 
automation technology together. 
Get started with an OnSite 
solution today!

 www.global.hitachi-solutions.comVisit Us

 NA.Marketing@hitachisolutions.com

Connect with Hitachi Solutions to learn more about our team and our story!

Find out more about how Hitachi Solutions can get to the heart of your 
construction organization’s mobile solution needs.  

Manpower Planning—Field Manager
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